












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































… “（M）arketing… inherited…a…model…of…exchange… from…economics,…which…had…a…dominant… logic…
based…on…the…exchange…of…“goods,”…which…usually…are…manufactured…output.…The…dominant…
logic…focused…on…tangible…resources,…embedded…value,…&…transactions.”
… 日本語訳は、原文に基づき筆者が作成した。冒頭の M は原文では小文字。
5… Vargo…&…Lusch（2004a）の原文は、以下の通り。
… “（M）arketing…has…moved…from…a…goods-dominant…view,…in…which…tangible…output…&…discrete…
transactions…were… central,… to… a… service-dominant…view,… in…which… intangibility,… exchange…
processes,…&…relationships…are…central.”






… “（S）ervice”…as… the…“application…of… competences…（knowledge…&…skills）… for… the…benefit… of…
another…entity…or…the…entity…itself”















… “（I）t…differs… from…the…more…traditional… thought…of… innovation… in… that…a…service-ecosystems…
approach…removes…not…only…the…distinction…between…“producers”…&…“consumers”…of…value,…but…
also…the…distinction…between…“innovators”…&…“adopters.”
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Theoretical consideration of the preceding studies
that user-driven creation & diffusion of innovations
TANAKA,…Katsumasa
Abstract
　The…purpose… of… this… paper… is… to… clarify… the…process… that… the…principal… innovator…
transform…from…the…company…that…has…been…providing…products…&…services… to… the…user.…
In…this…paper,… to…derive…a…research…question…by…finding…the… limit,… I…review…the…previous…
research…of…creation…of…innovation…by…the…user,…&…deterioration…of…innovation…diffusion.…
Key Words:…User… Innovation,… Innovation…Leader,…Creation…of… Innovation,…Diffusion…of…
innovation
